Contractor shall list all addenda by number on the bid form to ensure conformity in the bid.

Drawings, Specifications and/or Proposals are herein amended, expanded and/or modified, as hereinafter described, and become a part of the Contract Documents with the same force and effect as if incorporated, herein, originally. Any contrary provisions contained, or referred to, in Drawings and/or Specifications, shall remain applicable unless overridden by this Addendum. Revised or contrary provisions herein shall not affect any other part of the Contract Documents and any deletions, additions, substitutions and/or revisions mentioned, shall include all labor, materials, methods, modifications, etc. required for complete performance of the work.

**CONTRACT DOCUMENT MODIFICATIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS:**

1. Reference Drawings A101 & A103:
   a. Drawings re-issued providing information on fire extinguisher cabinets and coat hooks.

End of Addendum
1 | LAB 503 - CONSTRUCTION PLAN

2 | FIRST FLOOR CEILING PLAN

- Replace existing GWB at furred walls to be neatly cut around existing surface mounted electrical boxes, typ.
- Provide new furring wall up to 9'10" aff, typ: 5/8" painted GWB on 7/8" MTL furring channels; return wall at all openings.
- Replace existing 2-HR fire-rated access panels with new, flush face to new furred wall, maintain fire rating and provide GWB returns as needed, typ.
- Provide new furring wall up to 9'10" aff, this wall only, 7/8" channels all other locations; return wall at all openings.
- Contractor to repair/re-secure existing wood header to provide sound surface for attachment of new window shades/blinds/shades, typ.
- All items and surfaces above A.C.T. cloud U.O.N. suspended ACT 'clouds', typical - see detail Suspended ACT 'clouds', typical - see detail.
- Contractor to repair/re-secure existing wood header to provide sound surface for attachment of new window shades/blinds/shades, typ.